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Abstract
Music style transfer, which enables music professionals to work more productive
and innovative, still remains under-explored areas. In this project, we summarized
the related music/audio style transfer works and proposed an auto-encoder based
music style transfer network - Super Musician. Inspired by AutoVC[1], Super
Musician mainly contains 4 parts: style encoder, content encoder, decoder and
spectrum inverter.
In this work we create a dataset of 3750 music clips of 5 different instrument for
model training and evaluation. The style encoder and content encoder are trained
separately with a carefully designed network structure and bottleneck. We implement a new spectrogram inversion method, which achieves better performance than
the network proposed in AutoVC.
Results show that Super Musician is capable of switching music timbre between
different instruments. The transformation performance varies on different instruments. The transformation between melodious tunes played by violin, clarinet and
flute outperforms compact tunes played piano and guitar. We published a blog
post1 to show the results and audio demos.
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Introduction

Domain transfer is becoming a popular field in the application of machine learning. Although different
in definition between literature, domain transfer can be characterized as the operation of taking an
object which belongs to one domain and map it to another domain as if it belongs to the other domain
in the first place[2]. One of the significant domain transfer application, music style transfer, which
enables music professionals to work more productive and innovative, still remains under-explored
areas. Professional musicians often need to refer to different instruments while composing or creating
cover songs. However, not all musicians know all kinds of instruments well. Inspired by this, we
proposed Super Musician: a fast music style transfer algorithm, which aims at performing music
domain transfer from one instrument (like flute) to another instrument (like violin). This project has
its significance in the sense that using deep generative algorithms to do domain transfer can produce
satisfying music [2] and at the same time greatly reduce the time needed for large scale music genre
transfer. Difficulties of this project mainly arises from the synthesis of music. The capture of the
relative values of timing and pitch pairs are the most important challenge for retaining the content of
the music while at the same time do the domain transfer [3]. The detailed solution about how we
address these challenges can be seen in the following report.
The report is structured as following: Firstly, Sec 1 and 2 introduce the background and related works.
Then our proposed method and feasibility analysis are shown in Sec 3. In Sec 4, we will present
our experiment method and some final results, showing the spectrum of the style-transferred music.
Finally, Sec 5 concludes this report.
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Related Work

The concept of style transfer with deep learning algorithms is first applied to images using pre-trained
convolutional neural networks[4]. In follow-up studies, deep generative model such as generative
adversarial networks(GAN) and conditional variational autoencoder(CVAE) are being applied as new
solutions to style transfer problems[5].
However, Effective audio synthesis remains challenging due to the difficulty in balancing global
latent structure and locally coherent waveforms[6]. Most typical works in the field of automatic
music generation cover Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN) and Long Short Term Memory Networks
(LSTM)[2] with attention mechanism[3]. Further, a combination of convolutional and recurrent neural
networks structure has been successfully implemented[7]. This project will focus on music genre
transfer with deep generative model.Most recently, generative models have been successfully applied
to music composition. Yu et al.[8] first applied RNN-based GAN to music generation. Brunner et
al.[9] successfully used CycleGAN(CNN-based GAN) for symbolic music genre transformation.
Though GAN has been proved a solution to music synthesis by the google brain team[6], it is
notoriously sophisticated to train. Qian et al.[1] recently proposed a innovative style transfer schema,
AutoVC, which is constructed by merely an auto-encoder with a delicate bottleneck. Its efficacy
and efficiency has been proved when applying to speech voice conversion. In this study, we will
implement this schema for music genre transformation.
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3.1

Proposed Method
Overall Architecture

As demonstrated in previous works, GAN is effective yet considerably sophisticated in training.
AutoVC[1], the network that is referred in this project, solves the voice conversion problem with a
more efficient auto-encoder framework. The overall architecture is shown in Figure(Fig. 1). Firstly,
the pre-processed spectrum of the music pieces will be fed into content and style encoder to get the
style and content embedding vectors, which separately represent the tone of the targeting instrument
genre and the melody of a specific source instrument. Then, the content and style embedding will be
up-sampled, concatenated and fed into the decoder to project to a new spectrum, which represents a
new music piece with tone of the target instrument and melody from the source instrument. Finally,
the new spectrum will be transferred to a music wave by other pre-trained conversion neural networks
or external tools.

Figure 1: Super Mucisian: overall network architecture
Similar to the principle of conditional variational auto-encoder (CVAE), the whole network only
needs to be trained based on the self-reconstruction loss, but we are trying to split the content and style
information separately from the source and to perform a distribution matching property like GAN’s.
To implement this, the AutoVC paper proves a theorem to show that if we have a well-performed
style encoder to extract the tone and choose the proper information bottleneck, the dimension of
the content embedding vector, then the well-designed bottleneck will help the content encoder of
the network to learn how to remove the style information from the source and only get the content
information after down-sampling, which is the same goal of CVAE but is hard to guarantee during
the CVAE training.
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3.2

Feasibility Analysis

To model this problem, we need to assume that music waves and music melody are two stochastic
process W (t), M (t) and the tone identity of the music is a random variable T . If the tone identity
has a distribution of pT (·) and the melody can be randomly sampled from a joint distribution pM (·),
the music waves can be randomly sampled from another joint distribution pW (·|T, M ) characterized
by the distribution of the tone and the melody. Based on this model, consider two set of independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) variables, (M1 , T1 , W1 ) and (M2 , T2 , W2 ). Our goal is to design a
music style converter that produces the conversion output, X̂1→2 , which preserves the melody of W1
but using the instrument in W2 . For the components of the neural network, the content encoder and
style encoder are modelled as two functions, Ec (·) and Es (·). The decoder is modelled as a function
D(·, ·).
During the conversion stage, we firstly feed the music W1 into the style encoder and combine the
output style vector S1 with the original data W1 together to get the metadata of W1 and feed the
metadata into the content encoder to get the content vector C1 . Then we also use the style encoder to
get the style vector S2 of music W2 . We feed both the target style vector S2 and the source content
vector C1 into the decoder to get the the conversion output Ŵ1→2 .
C1 = Ec ({W1 , Es (W1 )}),

S2 = Es (W2 ),

Ŵ1→2 = D(C1 , S2 )

During the training stage, we will firstly pre-train the style encoder Es (·) to extract tone dependent
embedding. Then we will feed the content encoder and the style encoder with the same tone but
different melody music W1 and W10 . We hope the network can reconstruct the music W1 itself.
C1 = Ec ({W1 , Es (W1 )}),

S1 = Es (W10 ),

Ŵ1→1 = D(C1 , S1 )

Based on this reconstruction idea, the loss function is defined to minimize the weighted combination
of the self-reconstruction error Lreconstr and the content reconstruction error Lcontent , which is
min
Es (·),D(·,·)

L = Lreconstr + Lcontent

where
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Lreconstr = E Ŵ1→1 − W1

2

Lcontent = E Ec ({Ŵ1→1 , Es (Ŵ1→1 )}) − C1
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As mention in the previous part, the AutoVC paper proves that based on the following assumptions
the auto-encoder is enough to reach an ideal conversion property.[1]
Assumptions:
1. If W1 = W2 , Es (W1 ) = Es (W2 ).
2. If W1 6= W2 , Es (W1 ) 6= Es (W2 ).
3. X1 (t) has finite cardinality and is an ergodic stationary order-τ Markov process with bounded
second moment, which is
pW1 (t) (·|W1 (1 : t − 1), T1 ) = pW1 (t) (·|W1 (t − τ : t − 1), T1 )
4. Denote n as the dimension of C1 . If n∗ is the optimal coding length of pW1 (t) (·|T1 )2 , n should
satisfy n = bn∗ + t2/3 c. n∗ should be a constant if we continue to assume that each instrument
produces the same amount of gross information, which is
H(W |T ) = const
Then for each t, there exists a content encoder Ec∗ (·; t) and a decoder D∗ (·, ·; t), so that
lim L = 0

t→∞

1
· KL(pŴ1→2 (·|T2 , M1 )||pW (·|T = T2 , M = M1 )) = 0
t
where KL(·||·) donates the KL-divergence.
lim

t→∞
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From the first two assumptions, we can know that the style encoder need to be well-trained to
distinguish the instruments for different musics during the style embedding. The third and forth
assumptions tell us that if the length of the music t we choose is large enough, it is possible to
set a properly bottleneck content vector dimension n that makes our loss function L and the KL
divergence KL(pŴ1→2 (·|T2 , M1 )||pW (·|T = T2 , M = M1 )) approximately equal to 0 during the
training, where
pŴ1→2 (·|T2 , M1 ) = pW (·|T = T2 , M = M1 )
represents a desirable property of an ideal converter.
Based on the conclusion of this theorem, besides a well-trained style encoder, the most critical part of
network training is to set proper content information bottleneck. If the bottleneck is too loose, the
content embedding will be meddled with target genre; If the bottleneck is too narrow, the content
information can be lost, which leads to failure in reconstruction. Only if the bottleneck was properly
adjusted, the network can reconstruct the content, and the content embedding contains no source
melody information.

4

Experimental Results

4.1

Dataset

To transfer the instrument from piano to another instrument using our neural network, a feature vector
needs to be extracted to perform this operation. A list of the music instrument classification datasets
has been investigated including the RWC, NSynth, Openmic etc.. However, none of these datasets are
ideal for our case. In our case, desirable dataset would be a number of music clips with 10 seconds
in length and the number of clips to be reasonably large. The length of the music clips is fixed to
improve the feature extraction result. [10] A sampling rate of 16kHz is used in the data processing.
According to previous works, no strict restrictions are imposed on the sampling rate of the input
music clips. 16kHz[11], 22kHz [12] and 32kHz [13] are seen in previous works and worked fine.
16kHz were tested on our music clips and the sampled output preserved its original contents well.
Taking the consideration of available music pieces into account, the conversion between five instruments are investigated in our project, a dataset is constructed for this purpose. The five instruments
are piano, guitar, flute, clarinet and violin. These five instruments are of quite different characteristics
and if the transfer of music instrument worked, it can prove that our work is not too limited. Around
130 minutes of music clips for each type of music instrument are downloaded from various websites
in the format of MPEG-3. 2 The music clips are of different length and are processed using python to
form music clips of 10 seconds. As a result, in the dataset, there are 750 10-second-duration music
clips for each instrument. Not all of the 130-minute clips are turned into data to be fed into the neural
network because the last ten seconds of each music clip are mostly silent, so the last ten seconds of
the music clips are simply discarded during the dataset processing. The link for the dataset used in
this project is shown in the footnote below.3
4.2
4.2.1

The Style Encoder Net
Performance of Existing Style Encoder Net

The style encoder net is essential for transformation as it gives a single embedding vector that
represents high level features of certain instrument in a fixed dimensional space. In the original
work of AutoVC[1], the style extraction network is a pre-trained model. However, in our first stage
experiment, we found that this pre-trained model works specifically for speech encoder and fails to
extract representative features for different instruments.
We tried 3 utterances for 2 different speakers and also different music segments for different instruments. As is shown in Fig 2, the original speaker embedding can distinguish utterance between
2
Downloaded from : https://www.flutetunes.com
https://audionautix.com/
https://www.free-scores.com/index_uk.php
3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RPOWaVrMw8ZsEDMHaJf6J3Dq4uJDdHb5
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Figure 2: Experiment for style encoder net
different speakers but performs worse on distinguish different instruments.
There exist no style encoder network for music instrument, thus we decide to re-build our own style
encoder network.
4.2.2

Network Structure

We train the style network based on the network structure proposed by Heigold, et al[14]. The
original network use features extracted from each utterance is first fed into a Long short-term memory
recurrent neural network (LSTM). A linear fully connected layer connected to the last LSTM layer to
extract a single vector for style representation.
The original paper proposed a two layers LSTM for style embedding. For this specific problem,
we added an additional LSTM layer to get an optimal performance. The model architecture we
implemented is depicted in Fig 4.

Figure 3: Style encoder net structure
The hidden cell size for the LSTM layer is 768 and the final embedding size is 256.
4.2.3 Training Method
For data pre-processing, we derive a 256 dimensional mel-spectrogram series for each wave segments
based on the 16k sampling rate.
We implement similar training methods as Wan, Li, et al [15] as well as their proposed Generalized
end-to-end (GETE) loss function, which gives a state-of-art performance in speech verification.
For each batch of training data, we include NxM music segments: N different instruments and M
different segments for each instruments. We use xji represents the features extracted from instrument
j segment i and f (xji ; w) represents the output from the style encoder net with learnable parameters
w. The final embedding is in the L2-norm form:
eji =

f (xji ; w)
kf (xji ; w)k2

For all segments for the same instruments(i.e. same j), we define the center(ck ) and similarity(Sji ) as
below:
ΣM ekm
ck = m=1
M
5

Sji = cos(ej, , ck ) = hej, , ck i
We put a softmax on Sji,k . The GETE loss for a single embedding eji is defined as:
L(ej,i ) = −Sji,j + logΣN
k=1 exp(Sji,k )
The total loss is simply the sum of loss over all segment embeddings in one training batch. We choose
the adam optimizer and 0.001 learning rate for updating. Our training code is implemented with
PyTorch with a reference to an existing github repository Resemblyzer.4 . Detailed training code can
be found in our Esnet branch.5
The Sytle Encoder net was trained on our self-prepared dataset. Considering the limitation of the
dataset volume, we implemented a 10-fold cross validation method as suggested by Kuhn et al[16].
For each batch, 25 periods of music are sampled (5 in each music instruments). The training was
conducted for 100 epochs with the GETE loss converges at 0.09.
4.2.4

Style Encoder Net Evaluation

The testing dataset contains 50 periods (10 for each instruments). The GETE loss for the test dataset
is 0.16. To have a more intuitive sense of the model performance, we choose three samples from each
instrument and plot the similarity between embeddings:

Figure 4: Results for retrained Esnet
Result shows that the retrained Style Encoder Net is able to differentiate the belch timbre of different
instruments.
4.3

The Content Encoder and Decoder

We have trained the content encoder and decoder using a self-build dataset (5 instruments, flute,
guitar, piano, clarinet and violin. Each instrument contains 130 minutes of solo pieces). The network
structure of the content encoder and decoder we implemented is shown in the Fig. 5(similar to
AutoVC). We send a mel-spectrum into the content encoder, embed it into a lower dimension vector,
and then concatenate with the style embedding for each time step. The concatenated features are fed
into the decoder and then recovered to the same dimension of the input mel-spectrum by up-sampling.
During the network training, because we assume that we have a perfectly trained style encoder,
we only train the weights in the remaining autoencoder. We send different melodies of the same
instrument into the style and content encoder, combining the self-reconstruction error with the content
embedding reconstruction error to build the loss function, which have been proved enough to produce
an ideal converter.
4
5

Refer to : https://github.com/resemble-ai/Resemblyzer
https://github.com/fairchildfzc/AutoVC_music/tree/EsNet
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Figure 5: The content encoder and decoder structure
Because we have already had a perfect style embedding, the size selection for content embedding is
the most important part of this method. For a too wide size, the content embedding will contain some
style info from the original instrument. Also, for a too narrow size, we will have some loss of the
target content during the conversion. So In the training, we will change the dimension of the content
feature vector (Dc in Fig.5). By choosing the proper size of embedding, we can get purely content
info from the target music and perfect style info from the well-trained style encoder. During the
conversion test, we only need to send different music of different instruments into style and content
encoder separately.

Figure 6: The content embedding dimension selection. Left: Too wide embedding, containing some
style info from the source. Middle: Too narrow embedding, losing some content info from the source.
Right: Proper size embedding, perfectly extracting the content info.
4.4
4.4.1

The Spectrogram Inverter
Performance of existing spectrogram inverter

The spectrogram inverter converts spectrograms to audio waves after the melspectrogram generated.
In our implementation, we firstly tried the conventional method: Griffin-Lim Algorithm (GLA).
GLA is used for signal estimation from short-time fourier transformation (STFT). This method is
based on the redundancy of STFT. By implementing this method, we first inverse melspectrogram
to STFT spectrum, then use GLA to convert spectrums to audio signals. However, we found the
quality of the audio produced by GLA is low, owing to the lack of prior knowledge of the target
signal. In the AutoVC paper, after the melspectrograms are generated, the WaveNet[17] vocoder
is applied. WaveNet is a deep neural network for generating raw audio waveforms. We tested the
pre-trained wavenet in melspectrogram-audio conversion. The result is shown below (Fig. 7 Left and
Medium). The result shows that the WaveNet can generate a similiar audio as the input. However,
as shown in the figure above, the melspectrograms of the vocoder generated audio contains some
noises and not clear. The probable reason maybe WaveNet model we used is provided by AutoVC,
which is pre-trained on human voices. Another problem is that the WaveNet contains 40 layers and
the computation burden is huge. For instance, the generation time for a 10s music fragment costs
nearly 30 minutes. Therefore, a more accurate and efficient spectrogram inverter should be proposed.
4.4.2

Phase gradient heap integration (PGHI) based spectrogram inverter

Phase Gradient Heap Integration (PGHI)[18] is a non-iterative algorithm for the phase reconstruction
from the STFT magnitude. Since the computation is non-iterative, the algorithm is very fast and
is suitable for long audio signals. As mentioned in the paper, PGHI outperforms other traditional
method such as GLA, IBFGS[19] and TF-RTISI-LA[20]. TifGAN[21] used this method in their
7

Figure 7: Melspectrograms of audio samples. Left: The original audio samples’ spectrum. Middle:
The spectrums of audio samples generated by WaveNet. Left: The melspectrum of the PGHI recover
audio.
paper and got good results. The result of the PGHI based spectrogram inverter can be shown in
Fig. 7 Right. The PGHI melspectrum shows more details and the image is more clear. Moreover,
this method does not need for training, it is compatible for both instruments and human voice. The
conversion speed is much faster than wavenet-based vocoder, taking less than 1s to convert one
melspectrum to audio.
4.5

Music style transfer results

Fig. 8 shows the loss values during the training. Fig. 9 shows one example result. The x axis of

Figure 8: Training loss.
the melspectrum is time and the y axis is frequency. As seen in the figure, the original flute has
more components in low frequency domain (brighter the larger), and the violin has more details in
higher frequency. The converted music attains the flute’s melody and shows more features of violin in
frequency domain. As for the style transfer of other instruments, we were not able to obtain satisfying
results. This was mainly due to two reasons. In the first place, our dataset was not ideal. Some of
the music pieces within the dataset contains multiple sound tracks, which caused some distortions in
the extraction of the style and content vector. In the second place, the style of, e.g. piano and violin
differs varies greatly, resulting in a great difference in the style vector. We were not able to obtain
satisfying results due to these two reasons. The satisfying transfer is the flute to violin transfer.

5

Conclusion

In this project we have built Music instruments Transfer Based on Autoencoder. all modules including
content encoder style encoder, decoder, and spectrogram inverter have been implemented. The design
fulfilled novelty that adopt Autoencoder for music genre transfer where similar task were previously
8

Figure 9: Music style conversion example: The converted audio attains the melody of original flute
and the timbre of violin.
performed by GAN. The network produced satisfactory change in music transfer between violin and
flute, however the result still can be improved by providing more training data to avoid over-fitting
and single-chord pieces for more accurate training results.
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